A L C A W e e k ly N e w s

February 16, 2018

2nd Grade

Dates to Remember

•

Feb 19
Feb 22

Snow Make-Up Day
Science Projects
Due!
March 5 Board Meeting @ 7
March 20-21 Iowa Testing

A Note from Sis. Coffey..
We’ve had a great week!
Students need to complete
their Science projects and
have them turned in by
Thursday, February 22.
Have a great weekend!

In Bible class, we have been
studying the story of Ruth. We
are working on multiplication
tables 0-2 in Math class and
have also started division as
well as learning pounds and
ounces. We are currently
reading Silver Sails for our daily
reader and in Writing; we
continue our daily journal
entries. In History, we are
learning to recognize and
name the states. We are
reading “The Lamplighter” in
Poetry and in Art; we drew a
“Peacock” sketch.

4th Grade

•

English 8-11
We are reviewing adjectives
and their uses. We are studying
for Test 8 as well.
•

In Math, we are reviewing
multiplication factors and the
least common multiple. Our
reader is called Adventures in
Other Lands and we are also
timing how many words per
minute we can read! We are
diagramming sentences in
Language class, and we are
also reading a book for our
upcoming book report. We
are learning about marine
invertebrates in Science class
and in Indiana History, we are
learning about our
government and officials.
Lastly, in Art, we drew a sketch
of an Eagle.

History

Science

8th: We are reviewing for Test 8.
10th: We reviewed over Australia and
New Zealand and also reviewed for
Test 8.
11th: We reviewed over Theodore
Roosevelt: Domestic Affairs and also
reviewed for Test 8.

8th: We reviewed weather and
atmosphere and took Test 8.
9th: We are reviewing “speed of
sound” and studying for Test 8 that
is on Tues. Feb. 20.
10th: We are reviewing about
gnawing animals and studying for
Test 8 that is on Mon. Feb. 19.
11th: We continue learning about
colloids.

Math
8th: We reviewed how to balance a
checkbook, interest and principle,
and took Test 8.
9th: We continued learning about
square roots.
10th: We reviewed hypotenuse,
adjacent, and took Test 8.
11th: We are reviewing proportion
transformations.

Grades 8-10!
Students are doing a research
paper for English class. They are
given some time in class, but
should be working on this paper at
home too!

Specials
Music: Students were quizzed on music symbols,
rhythm, and instrument families. Students were also
introduced to a new project called the “Composer
Project” that will be due Friday, March 10!
Bible: In Bible this week, we started a new teaching
series on the history of Israel and the correlation with
the prophets. Please make sure your kids are
learning their verses and attempting to study their
notes. Engage with them at dinner and ask them
questions

….Love
is in
the
Air….

